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SHERWASARADDA G. CIRKA TYO DHULKA L-3.ee

* 4 Maarso 1085, Xeer Nidaamtyaha Ujuurada Tea .

linta Duulista Hawada.

' WASITRKA

- WASAARADDAGAADIDKA CIRKA IYO DEUEKA

MARKCU ARKAY:. - Qodobka 6 (b) ee Dekereeto 9.9.9.65

Lamb:13 ee Sharciga lagu dhigay 21-11.65 lam. 18;

 MARKUUTIXGELIYEY: In ay tahay lagamamaar-

maan, dekhli si loo ilaaliyo duulista hawada.ee da-

_yuuradaha ka diiwaan gashan Socomaaliya, iye kor-

. meerka hay’addaha kashageeya duulista diyaara-_

os‘dahaas;

“<MARKUU DHEGEYSTAY: Wastirka Maalivadda wu»
xuu Xeerreeyey:

_Qod. laad.

Wax qabad kasta. ee Waaxda Duulista iyo Hawada

- lana -xiriiraTlaalista Duulista Hawada Dayuuradaha-

: ka diiwaan gashan Soomaaliva iyo kormeerka Hay’ad-

- daha ka shageeya Diyaaradahaes waxa laga‘bixinayaa

kharashka ku tiimaaman Xeernidaamiyaha halkan ku

ifaaqan.
ne —— Qod.  2aad |

‘Xeer kasta. ee ka soo horjeeda:waa la baabi'iyey.

Qod. 3aad

‘Xeerkan wuxuu dhaqan |gelayaa laga bilaabo ‘Ida :

Janaayo 1985.

 Qod. oad an

, Waxaana laau.soo saari doonaa FaafihtaRasmiga ah. :

Waan.aragnayvee Diiwaangelinay
Hoeenka Lt pog.L. 23

-* tnqdisho 5.3.85 :
Hantidhowraha Guud
Dr. Xuseen Cabdulle Cali

WASIIRKA WASAARADDA G. DHULKA TYO CIRKA -
(Ae JaamacGaas Macaawlye)
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FEE REGULATION FOR AIRWORTHINESS

SURVEILLANCE OF SOMALI REGISTERED

CIVIL AIRCRAFT AND OF | AERONAUTI- |
FIRMS.

(Attached to Decree Nr. 3 of)

INDEX

Part One: GENERAL PROVISIONS

Part Two: FEESFOR SURVEILLANCE

imported items’
Fees for services .
Surveillance on operation of Public

Transport (Passengers and Cargo) |
category aircraft (TARIFF A)

Surveillance on operation of Aerial
Work, Private andSpecial cate-

gory aircraft ( TARIFF B )
Surveillance of repair, overhaul, mo-

_ difications of Aerial Work, Pri-
vate and Special category aircraft.

Part Three: ACCESSORY FEES
Special services.

Certification

PART ONE -
GENERAL, PROVISIONS

‘Article 1

This Regulation applies to all-services furnished

by the AirworthinessDivision.of General Directorate

of Civil Aviation within the national territory-

For the services furnished abroad:

a When the service has 'been furnished bya fo-
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reign airworthiness authority, on-behalf of.
Somali General Directorate of: Civil Aviation.
a tariff, agreed for this Purpose, shall apply: .

b. ‘When the service has been furnished directly —
by the G-D.C.A. the tariffs of this regulation -

. shall apply, but increased up to ten times, ac-
! ' cording coefficients established — by. G-D.C.A-

for each individual case, depending on theim-
portance and_on the difficulty of the service.

Article 2 -
‘The fees due to G.D.C-A. for ‘tectinical services

that are not explicitly -provided ‘oy this Regulation. are
established by G.D.C.A. following analogous criteria. ©

Article 3

: As a rule, G-D.C.A. shall collect in advance a de- |
posit equivalent to the expected amount offees and ex-

, penses relevant to the.requested service.
The General Director of Civil Aviation.is -entitled 7

-to exempt the applicant from theanticipated payment,
when the applicant has demonstrated ‘his. reliability. _

This is however forbidden in case of. customers.
who have-incurred in defaultings or delays of Paving ~
what due to GDCA. “ ,

‘Article 4

_ The payment. of fees and expenses due to G-D.C-A.
for services furnished, must in all cases ‘be settled en-
tirelv at the production of relevant invaices.

The customer has the right to put in aclaim, with
the modalities provided in the following article 7; to. —

_ obtain the refund of possible undue sums, paid ‘by mis-
take. 3

_ Jn case of non fulfilment, GD:C-A. is: entitled to re--
fuse issuing, renewing or validating © certificates of
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airworthiness or any other certificate or document re-

quested, without incur in any responsibility, still re-

maining uMprejudiced all rights of G-D-C-A. for the

services furnished.

Article 5

Fees and expeneses, established in accordance

with this Regulation are due to GD.C.A. also when the

asked or required service has not been comple:ed.

Article 6

G.D.C.A. is the only executive organ of Ministry

of Land and Air TraMsPort of S-D-R. competent to give

provision for solving the possible controversial ques-

tions regarding the enforcement of the rules included

in. this Regulation.

Article 7

The complaints, made to obtain the rembursemeni
of those sums that in customer’s opinion have ‘been in-
voiced or cashed wrongly, shall be addressed to the
General Director of Civil Aviation.

- Customers may appeal to the Minister of Transport:
against the decisions of the General Director, within
fifteen days from the date of the decision.

Article 8

’ "Phe expenses, due for technical and administrative
services furnished by G-D.C.A., are not included in the
fees, except explicit exceptions.

In particular, (but only as example), the following
exPenses shal! be charged to the customers:

‘— daily allowances and travelling expenses
-—— mail, telephone etc. exPenses: these expenses
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shall be charged as two pe? cent:of theefees
— copies and printings
— government taxes and stamps- ‘peqiiestéd: for

certificates, documents, receipts ecc. according
somali laws.

Article 9.

G.D.C.A. may agree in advance withthe customer
the total amount of fees and expenses when, on the
basis of the provisions of this Regulation, it is Possible
to predetermine their amount with reasonable apProxi-
mation.

PART TWO
FEES FOR SURVELLANCE

Article 10

The fees due to G-D.C-A. for technical services, re-

levant to the airworthiness of civil aircraft, are establi-

shed referring to the applicable Tariffs and to the re-
levant procedures of enforcement.

The amounts shown by the Tariffs, are the mini-
mum fees for the service and may be increased up to
the double, for each year or fraction of year, of dura-
tion of the service, when the application of the follo-
wing article 12 implies the overcoming of the basic
tariff.

This limitation is not applicable for services re-
quested by foreign firms or by foreign official Bodies.

Article 11
IMPORTED ITEMS

The acceptance fees due by the customer to
G.D.C.A. for aircraft manufactured abroad to ‘be clas-
sified by G.D.C.A., powerplants, separate components.
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spare parts, aeronautical products and their parts, and
for all material imported in Somalia, aré ‘éstablished
-as 3-Per cent of. the value of the items when new, with
a minimum of USA dollars 15 per item.

Should also the registration or the type certifica-
tion approval for the above said items be requested to
G-D.C.A., an additional fees equal to the double of the
acceptance fee fee shall be due to G.D.C-A., with a mi-
nimum of USA dollars 30.

Article 12

With refence to article 10, second paragraph and
followings, for each service and for each official per-
sonnel participating to the service, a fixed fee of USA
doNars 140 is due to G.D.C.A., for each working day of
eight hours or of USA dollars 70 if the service is per-
formed only in the morning or in the afternoon of the
same day.

A right of USA dollars 30 is due to G-D.C.A. for
each hour or fraction of hour, in case of simple servi-
ces whose duration is less three hours.

Article 13

SURVEILLANCE ON OPERATION OF PUBLIC
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

The fees due to G.D.C.A- for services coNcerning .

the surveillance on operation of public transport air-
craft are established, save explicit exception, for each
aircraft and for each flight hour, in relation with the
type of aircraft and as function of the maximum rated
total power or thrust of powerplants, in accordance
with the following TARIFF «A».

All the hours actually flown, for whatever reason,
by the aircraft during the year. must be included in
the calulation of flight hours.
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Tariff <A» includes:
;

— fees due to GD.C.A. for overhaul and repair

surveillance and subsequent test of powerplan-

ts and rights for spare parts and materials;

' _. accessory fees as indicated in Part Three of

this Regulation, excluding the fees due for

services that are not classifiable as routine

services;

— G.D.C.A. expenses, excluding those for services

furnished abroad and those not included in Ta-

riff <A»;

— fees and expenses due for the certification of

firms and of personnel.

TARIFF «A»

(Public Transport)

The following formulae (where «P» means the

total maximum power and «T» means the total maxi-

mum thrust) must be applied in calculating the fees

( USA $/hours)

1. AIRCRAFT EQUIPPED WITH PROPELLERS

(0.75 + 0,00025 P)

2. AIRCRAFT EQUIPPED WITH JET ENGINES

with thrust up to 5000 Kg (2.6, + 0,004T)

with thrust higher than 5000 Kg (4.1 + 0,001T)

3. HELICOPTERS, CONVERTIPLANES, VTOL

AND SIMILAR

The fees applicable shall ‘be calculated with the

above formulae, as applicable to the type of propul-

sion, multiplied by the coefficient 1,5.

NOTE: Flight hours must be calculated according

Annex 6 ICAO.

Article 14

G-D.C.A., derogating from the above article 13, is

entitled to apply the article 12, up to the double of the
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Tariff shown on the jollcwimg article 16, when in

G«D.C.A. unojectable judgemens, chis is justified ‘by

the inadequate flight aciiviey performed during the

year.

Article 15

Thepayment of the fees Gue to G-D.C-A. for the

yearly surveilance must be seti:ed in four quarterly ins

talments. The first instalment must be settled in ad-

vance and calculated on the basis of the number of
hours that the customer shall declare that he is expec--
‘tingto fly duringthe first quarter. -

The other instalments shalibe calculated according.

to the hours actually flown during the previous quarter.
The balance shall be calcvlated and soitled-at the

" end ofthe solar year on thebasis of the total hours
flownduring the year..

. Article 16

SURVEILLANCE ON OPERATION OF AERIAL WORK,
PRIVATE NAD SPECIAL CATEGORIES OF

AIRCRAFT |
_, The fees due to G-D.C.A. for services concerning
the surveillance on operation and the reneWal of validi-
ty of certificates of airworthiness for Aerial Work, Pri-
vate and Special categories aircraft. and for Public
Transport category aircraft in the case of article 14, are
established in accordance with the following TARIFF -
<B», as function of the maximum rated total power or
thrust of powerplants, approximated by excess to 50 Hp
of power or to 50 Kg of thrust.

For helicopters, convertiplanes. VTOL and similar.
the Tariff <B» shall be multiplied by a coefficient 1,5.

. TARIFF «Bo -
(Aerial work; Private, Special)

The following formula (where «P» means thetotal
maximum power in Hp and «T» meansthe total maxi-
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mum thrust in Kg) must be applied in calculating the

fees (USA $)

50 + 15 P (or T)

The above fees are reduced to 50 pez cent for Police

Air Wing aircraft.

The fees include daily allowances, transportations

and insurance.

In case of enforcement of article 5, when the servi

ces do not bear to the renewal of certifieate of alrwor-

thiness, the fees shall ‘be caleulated in accordance with

article 12.

The total amount of the fees and the relevant eX-

penses,in this case, shall not exceed the amount that

would result by application of Tariff «B»-

Tn case of services furnished abroad, always in res-

pect of article 1, the expenses for daily allowances and

for transportations shail be e-ted to the fees establ’

shed by this article.

Article 17

SURVEILLANCE ON REPAIR; OVERHAUL, MODIFT-

CATION, OF AIRCRAFT CLASSIFIED AERIAL WORK
,

PRIVATE AND SPECIAL

Fees concerning the surveillance on repairs, over-

hauls and modifications of the aircraft covered by ar-

ticle 16, including their parts and components, are esta-

blished in accordance with article 12 of this Regula-

tions:

The fee for the final testing of the engines is esta-

lished as 1 per thousend of the value of the engine

when new.
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PART THREE
ACCESSORY FEES

Article 18

The fees due to G-D.C.A. for technical and adminis-
tration services not provided under Part one and Part
two of this Regulations, or not included in the fees es-
tablished by the above said Parts, shall be established
in accordance with the following articles.

Article 19

The fees for the examination of project of aircra”
e engines, propellers, or aeronautical products in gene-
ral, if requested independently of an expected certifica-
tion or article 12 of this Regulations.

Article 20
RT -~
ae

The fees due to G.D.C.A.for:

— rating the civil aircraft for the various types of na-
vigation, ooperation or services;

— services concerning technical, administrative,

scientifif and statistic functions;
— services concerning the function of expert in aero-

nautical, mechanical, avionics and similar activi-
ties;

— advice on projects and on technical organidations;
— technical assistance, inspections of schools, work-

shops, plants. tanks for fuel and lubricants, fire
fighting equipment. noise problemsetc.

-.—~ advice in organization of training of personnel;
— investigations and laboratory tests on materin's

Shall be established. for each individual case, by
'G:D.C.A. by evaluating the characteristics of the exne>:

. ted services and the value of the object of the services,
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inthe respect.of article 9 ofthithis Regulations._
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Article 24
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SPECIAL SERVICES
oes AEICE SRNR,OE wre: noRrS

The fees due to G.D.C.A.for:

— investigations on failures and on relevant causes;

— estimates of the damages;
— special tests and experimants;
— static and dynamic tests, functioning tests on the

ground and in flight, tests at sea and similar, exclu-
ding the tests required for tyve certification or ap-
proval:

— technical investigations regarding the modifications
or alterations to be introduced to the certicates of
airWorthiness.
Are established in accordancewith article 12 of this

Resulations:

 

  

Article 22

CERTIFICATION

Except for the provisions of article 13, the fees for
services of certification of firms and of personnel, are
established in accordance with article 12 of this Regu-
lations?

The total amount of fees for certification shall not
be Iess than USAdollars 140 for each Certificate of
Technical Capability isuued to a firm and not less than
oss dollars 30 for each licence granted fo the person-
ne Peee

For extensions and for renewals of certificates and
licencesthe fees shall notbe less than50per centof the
ahove said fees:

The limitation indicated in the second sentence cf
article 10 does not apply:

TEee
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Article 23

The fees due to G-D.C.A. for developing or appro-

ving Flight Manual, Maintenance, Repair, Overhaul etc:

Manuals of aircraft, engines, propellers, systems and
components, are established by G-D.C.A., in each indivi-
dual case, depending on the service requested and on

the importance of the job.

Article 24

A fixed fee of USA dollars 45 is due to G.D.C.A. for
the issue of a Certificate of Airworthiness even if it is
a replacement or a duplication of a certificate previou-
sly issued.

A fixed fee of USA dollars 7 is due to G-D.C.A. for
renewal of Validity of the Certificate of Airworthiness
at the scheduled time or after a suspension of validity.

Article 25
A fixed fee of USA dollars 45 is due to G-D.C.A. for

the issue of each declaration of type certification, ra-
ting, type approval and fitness for operation.

A fixed fee of USA dollars 30 is due for the issue of
Declarations, other than the above specified, of docu-
ments to be attached to Certificate of Airworthiness.
and of test certificates for each engine and for eac:.
propeller.
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A fixed fee, equal to 59 per cent of the fee establi-

shedfor the original document, shall be due to G-D.C.A-

for furnishing certified copy of any document.

Should the fee for the original document have not

been established by this Regulations, it is due to

G.D.C-A a fixed fee of USA dollars 15 for the first page

of the document and of USA dollars 3 for each follo-

wing page.

Article 26

A fixed fee of USA dollars 30 is due to G.D.C.A. for

the issue of each Aircraft, Engine, Propeller an Radio

Installation Log-Book required.

An additional fee of USA dollars 140 shall be added

to the above fee for furnishing a duplicate of a Log-

Book, due to the time and work necessary for the re...

vant ascertainements.
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XARUNTA D/HOOSE EE DEGMADA BARAAWE

NAADO DHUL

Agaasimaha W/H. Guud 1yo GUriyeynta G/Sh-H.Sh’bood
Anagoo Tixra@ceyno Warqadda Sumadeedu ahayd

WHG/GSH/2/85 ee 20.285 kuna saabsanayd dhajin
NaadoDhul ee uu leeyahay J.le Maxamed Cusmaan

Yuusuf, dhulkaasoo cabirkiisa 1yo Soohdimihiisaba ay
-yihiin kuwa hoos ku qoran, waxa@anu idiin ogeysiiney-
naa in naadada dhulka ku xusan warqadiina kor ku

sheegan lagu dhajiyey looxa D/Hoose ee Degmada Ba-
raaWe taariikhdu markey aheyd 21.2.85, naadad@4soo

ku ekeyd 23-3.85.

Mudada 30 maalmood oo ay n@adadu socotay wax
dacwo ah ee la xiriirta dhulka asaga ah sooma g2arin
D/Hoose ee Baraawe, sidaas darteedna waxaanu idin-
ku wargelineynaa in ay D/Hoose ee Baraawe ogosha-
hay in J.le Maxamed Cismaan Yuusuf milkiyeysto
dhulkaa asaga oo ku meel gaarnimo ahaan loosiiyey.

TILMAAMAHBAIYO CABIRKA DHULKA

Cabirka Dhulka Waa 100X80

Tilmaamaha ama Soohdimaha waa sidaan.

1— Wagqooyi Waxaa ka xiga: Dhul Bann2an.
2— Koonfur waxaa ka xiga: Jid iyo carshaan
3— Galbeed waxaa ka xiga: Jid iyo derbiiAbu Sheekh
4— Bari waxaa ka xiga: Jid iyo Dhul X. Cism2an Goy

Baraawe, 25.3.1985

Guddoomiyaha Golaha Sh. Deegaanka Deg. Baraawe
(J-le Maxamed Jeylaani Maxamed)
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MAXKAMADDA GOBOLKA TOGDHEER BURCO

UJ:— Baafin Jeegga War. ee Lr. 0229789

GUDDOOMIYAHA MAX. G/TOGDHEER BURCO

HADDUU ARKAY: Dacwadda ku saabsan Baafin

J/Wareega ee Lumay Lr. 0229789;

HADDUU ARKAY: Ogaysiinta Bangiga Ganacsiga

iyo LaantaBurco ee Taariikh 26.3.85;

HADDUU ARKAY: Qod. 69,65-) Lumid Jeega Waree-

ga ee Lam. yahay 0229789 kuna jirtay Lacag dhan

Sh. So. 100,000/= kuna goran yahay J.le Axmed

Cali Nuur.

WUXUU AMRAYAA

In loo cusbooneysiiyo Jeegga kor ku doran  J.le

Axmed Cali Nuur markii ay ka soo wareegto muddo 20

casho gudahood ah laguna shaaciyo Xafiiska Faafinta

Rasmiga ah ee Dawladda.

WAXAA LAGA CODSANAYAA

In Jeegga cusub ee la samaYyn doono gacanta laga
saaro J.le Axmed Cali Nuur iyadoo la sugayo mudada

kor ku xusan.

BURCO, 30.3.1985

GUDDOOMIYAHA MAX. G/TOGDHEER BURCO
(Dr. Abuukar Islaw Cumar)

KAALIYAHA MAX. G/TOGDHEER BURCO

(Jaamac Cabdillaahi Bille)
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SOCIETA’ COMMERCIALE ITALO SOMALA— S.C.L5S.

SPA. .

‘Saidhigga: Mugqdisho (J.D. Soomaaliva)|

Raasumaal Shs.So. 5.009-0000.-

‘OGEYSIIS ISU YEERID SHIR CAADIAH

'-Sahmi qapayaasha Shirkadda Societa’ Commercia-

le Italo Somala — S.C.1S. — S.P.A. waxaa la isu yee-

ray shirka caadiga ah ee lagu qaban doono saldhigga

Shirkadda ee .Muqdisho, maalinta 28 April 1985 saa-

cadda 10, fadhiga ugu horreeya, haddii taas suura ga-

liwaayo, waxaa mar labaadla isu imaan doonaa maa-

linta 30 April 1985, isla s4acadda kor ku goran,si go’aan

looga -gaaro arrimahasoo socda:

BARNAAMITKA DOODDA

1) Warbixinta Guddiga Maamulka iyo Guddiga

Baarista;
2) Miisaaniyadda iyo Dheef la xiray 31 Diseem-

tar 1983, iyo Dheef Deynta la xiray 31 Diseembar 1984

iyo go’aannadala xirlira.

Waxaa xaq u leh in ay Shirkadda ka soo qayb ‘ga-

laan sahmi qabayaasha fw qoran buugga xubnaha
shirkadda ilaa shan maalmood ka hor m2@alinta fadhi-
ga, la qaban doono oo 4an ilaa waqtigaas dhigan sah-
mi yaashooda saldhigga Shirkadda ee Muddisho.

GUDDIGA MAAMULKA
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SOCIETA’ COMMERCIALE TTALO SOMALA— S.C.LS.

S.P.-A-

Sede sociale: Mogadiscio (Repubolica Democr. Somala)

Capitale sociale inter:versato Shs.So- 3:000.000.-

| " AVVISO DI CONVOCAHLONE‘D. ASSEMBLES

“ORDINARIA ae

Gli Azionisti della Societa’ Commerciale Halo So-

mala — S.C.1.S. — 8-P.A. —— sono convocati’ in Assem-

blea Ordinaria in Mogadiscio, presso la sede sociale,

il giorno 28 Aprile 1985, alle ore 10, ia prima convo-

cazioneed; occorrendo, in seconda convocazione il

giorno 30 Aprile 1985, nello stesso luogo ed alla stessa

ora, per discutere e deliberare sul seguente:

ORDINE DEL GIORNO

1) Relazione del Consiglio di Amministrazione e

Rapporto del Collegio Sindacale:

2) Bilanci a Conti Perdite e Profitti degli esercizi

chiusi al 31 Dicembre 1983, 31 Dicembre 1984 e deli-

berazioni relative.

Avranno diritto di partecipare all’ Assemblea gli

Azionisti inscritti nel Libro dei Soci almeno cinque

giorni prima di quello fissato per V Assemblea o che

entro tale termine abbiano effettuato il deposito delle

azioni presso la sede sociale di Mogadiscio.

IL CONSIGLIO DI AMMINISTRAZIONE
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OGEYSIS SHIR SAAMILEY

WARSHADDA BLASTIKADDA XAMAR (HAPLAS)

. Waxaa dhammaan leysugu yeerayaa saamileyda
Shirkadda Warshadda Blastikada Xamar (HAPLAS)
‘inay ka soo qayb galaan Shirka saamileyda caadiga ah
ee lagu qabandoono xarunta shirkada ee Xamar saa-
caddu markey tahay 17 ama shanta galawnimo; bisha
Maajo 25keeda 1985. Haddii shirku dhammaan waaya-
na waxaa laysugu soo laabandoonaa mar labaadka bi-
sha Maajo 28keeda 1985 isku saacadda kor ku joran.

ARRIMAHA DOODDA

1. Oggolaanshaha dheellitirka xisaabaadkii san-
nadkii 1984.

2. Magacaabidda Guddiga Maamulka iyo Baaris-
ta sannadka 1985/1988.

3- Wixii kale ee soo raaca ama door la bido in

laga doodo.

GUDDIGA MAAMULKA
t
e
r
r
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